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S t . M a r y ’s L I D M o d e l H o m e s
Summary Memo
This project involves integration of Low Impact Development (LID) practices into two model homes in the St. Mary’s
River watershed. The goal is to educate the public and help create additional demand and public expectations for
LID practices. This is a critical component of protecting the St. Mary’s River as a tremendous amount of growth is
anticipated to occur in the St. Mary’s River watershed over the next 15-20 years -- roughly over 17,000 additional
people in the watershed. Two of the major homebuilders in the St. Mary’s River watershed : Marrick Homes and
Stanley Martin are participating with us in the project.

Ridge to Reefs and St. Mary’s River Watershed Association received funds from Chesapeake Bay Trust
and National Fish and Wildlife Foundation to work with developers, Low Impact Development Studio
and Green Landing Nursery to implement low impact development practices at model homes in the St.
Mary’s River watershed. As part of the effort we have partnered with social scientists from St. Mary’s
College and Univiersity of Illinois to test the receptiveness, willingness -to-pay and perceived benefits of
these practices to new homebuyers. This should aid in an economic and marketing approach and well as
fostering greater acceptance and market demand.
Elizabeth Hills -- Marrick Homes Development
In Elizabeth Hills model home a number of demonstration LID practices were used: 1) four bioretention/
raingarden practices associated with the front downspout on the left corner of the home; the driveway,
the left side and the back right downspout at the rear of the home 2) a second practice is the placement of
a rain barrel to capture runoff from the back porch; and 3) soil sampling is being done to create recommendations for low input lawn care to minimize the use of fertilizers and pesticides.

Figure 1. Front view of the rain garden integration at Elizabeth Hills
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Figure 2. Design sketch for the front rain garden and native structural plantings (LID Design Studio).

Figure 3. Excavation into the underlying soils with good infiltration capacity (note perched clay layer)
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Figure 4. Designs for the side rain garden and the front rain garden treating driveway runoff (LID Design Studio)
Together these practices serve as demonstration and educational tools for the community and also hopefully increase the appetite of the public for these practices which serve the dual purpose of adding beauty
to the site as well as reducing stormwater runoff and pollution transport from the site. It is useful to note
that in the implementation of the practices, a special effort was made to connect these raingardens with
the underlying historic farm soils (Figure 3) -- which had good infiltration capacity. This functionality is
critical to enhance the filtration and infiltration component which minimizes surface runoff carrying the
bulk of contaminants. This also made the rain gardens smaller and deeper than the original design.
Thoughtful design changes during construction are critical to the success of LID practices: as example a
partial liner was used in the rain gardens constructed close to the home to reduce subsurface flow from
the raingarden toward the foundation (also to provide greater comfort for the developer) and a trench
drain was used to capture runoff from the driveway to better convey runoff to the adjacent raingarden.
A key point of the project is the integration of LID into “normal” or “expected” locations where homeowners would anticipate landscaping: the front of the home, sides, around the foundation -- in addition
these are areas where the developer often already spends money on landscaping for the homebuyer.
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Wor kin g Dr aft

Rear yard rain garden

Driveway trench drain and rain garden

Front yard rain garden at Elizabeth Hills

Figure 5. Installation of a partial liner and excavation to native soils --reduces likelihood of any problems with
having water too close to the house

In our surveys, we will test buyer preferences for location for LID practices to help optimize acceptable
locations and specific LID practices to hopefully minimize alterations by homeowners. We will also test
their perceived value of the practices in increasing property value to understand the offset or value that
one might identify if these practices were included in the price of the home.
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Wildewood -- Stanley Martin Homes Development
In the Wildwood model we used a similar suite of LID practices including: 1) a large bioretention/rain
garden in the front of the home where much of the drainage flows; 2) a 132 gallon rain barrel at the right
rear downspout; 3) a 450 gallon cistern in the side yard to harvest rainwater for use in an existing irrigation system for the lawn and landscaping for the property. The goal being to demonstrate these practices
for new homebuyers and educate them on both the form and function of the practices. As this was an
existing model home we were more limited in our ability to fully integrate the LID practices -- though
this site provides a good contrast to the site at Elizabeth Hills and also demonstrates rainwater
harvesting/recycling for use in landscape irrigation.

Figure 1. Wildewood Model home prior to LID retrofit

Figure 2. Large rain garden during construction (note hand excavation around existing roots)
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Figure 3. Overall LID Concept for Wildewood (left); installation of the rainwater tank (right)

Figure 4. Post-Construction -- front of home and rain garden
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Figure 5. 132 gallon rain barrel

Figure 6. Irrigation Controller
The rainwater harvesting system being retrofitting onto the existing irrigation system proved to be a challenge and in the future we would probably not tie the system into the potable water system for the home.
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APPENDIX I : Marrick Homes Design Asssumptions (Note Dry Well at rear left not constructed due to
space constraints)
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APPENDIX II: Design for the Wildewood -- Stanley Martin Homes subdivision
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